“HOW TO GLITTER A TURD”
what does excellence look like to me:
  having control
  good communication
  access to treatments
  access to support
30th June 2008 4.12pm

...my lumpy boob is a-ok, she thinks its to do with my hormones and the pill im on because its stopped my period for such a long time..im way too young to have any serious issues 😊 she suggests evening primrose oil to help with the tenderness lol.....

ANYWAY that’s that
I'm not impressed.
"YOU HAVE BREAST CANCER"
BREAST CANCER = DEATH
NOW WHAT?
breast cancer awareness for young women
breast cancer awareness for young women - did not match any documents.

Suggestions:
- Make sure all words are spelled correctly.
- Try different keywords.
- Try more general keywords.
- Try fewer keywords.
[Handwritten notes not legible]
WE WANT EVERYONE TO HAVE THE BEST POSSIBLE CHANCE OF SURVIVING BREAST CANCER.
I OWE MY LIFE TO AMAZING KRISTIN
Pride of Britain hero inspired Jen’s cancer fight with docs

[Image of two women smiling and hugging]

[Additional text content]

CORNWALL (praise from local community) - Jen has been an inspiration in the fight against cancer with her Spirit of Britain award - the award that saved millions of other cancer patients.

[Artificially generated text]

Jen’s story is one of hope and resilience. Despite being diagnosed with cancer, she has continued to inspire others with her positive attitude and determination. Her journey has been documented in a series of interviews and articles, highlighting the importance of early detection and the role that community support can play in the fight against cancer. Jen’s story has touched many hearts and has become a beacon of hope for others facing similar challenges. She is a true inspiration and her spirit will continue to inspire others for years to come.
Stefan Brown: Amazed how long she's been going for

Mark Simpson: X
REWIND TO 2011
Kris Nallenga
for collection
to be taken with
Italian sunshine
THANK YOU